O U T L AW A ND S P Y
S HI F T I NG SE A SONS STRETCH GOALS
RULES SHEET

This stretch goal pack consists of 19 extra cards for Villagers,
Villagers in this pack are marked with a

icon.

The 3 Development cards (Pier, Monastery and Aqueduct)
can be used together with the Developments Expansion from
the 2018 Kickstarter Expansion Pack. Rules for the
Developments are also included on the back of this rules
sheet, so that you can try the expansion using only the three
cards included here.

The Outlaw and Spy work like the Jester in the Countess Solo
Mode. Instead of taking a Jester you can now take the Outlaw
or Spy. You can also use both together, or combine them with
the Jester. The more of these helpers you use, the lower the
diﬃculty of the game. All the rules that apply to the Jester
apply to the Outlaw and Spy, except the abilities on their
cards are diﬀerent.
When the “It Was You!” Countess Event happens, it also
applies to the Outlaw and Spy. If you’re using several of these
cards, the player picks one of them to be aﬀected by that
event.

X
The four Event cards can be used with the Events Module
from the Shifting Seasons expansion.
The Villagers with Bronze Symbols use the rules for Bronze
Symbols ﬁrst introduced in the 2018 Kickstarter Expansion
Pack. Rules for these are also printed on this rules sheet.
These cards can be shuﬄed into the main deck of villagers.
More Bronze villagers are included in the 2018 Kickstarter
Expansion Pack.

BR O NZ E S YM BO L S

The 2018 Expansion Pack introduced a new mechanic, Bronze
symbols. They work just like the Silver symbols scoring you an
amount of gold depending on what you have in your village.
But instead of only scoring in the Second Market Phase, the
Bronze symbols score at the end of every Build Phase. This
includes the round when the villager with the symbol was
built. You may score one Bronze symbol each round. If you
have more than one Bronze symbol in your village, you must
choose one to score.

The Outlaw and Spy can be used with the Countess Solo
Mode from the Villagers base game. See rules for these on
the right.

The two Countess Event cards can be mixed in with the other
Countess Event cards in the base game.

The two Acquisitors can be mixed into the main deck of
villagers. If you remove the Grapes suit to include the Clay
suit in a 1-3 player game, also remove the Acquisitors.
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D EVELO PM ENTS E XPANS ION

D EVELOPMEN T P H AS E

This is the full rules for this expansion from the 2018
Kickstarter Expansion Pack. Alterations to the rules to
make it work with just the cards from this stretch goal
pack are printed in green.

After every Build Phase, before any Market Phases, there is
now also a Development Phase. In this phase players check
which player wins each Development. There is a win
condition on each Development, and a reward that will be
given to the winner. The Marketplace for example gives 5
Gold to the player who has the most Food. If players are
tied for the win condition, no one gets the reward.

This expansion contains 12 Development Cards divided
into 3 suits: Technology, Mercantile and Community.
There are also 3 Development Tokens, one matching each
Development Suit. When using just the Shifting Seasons
Promo Pack cards, you only have 1 card of each suit.

SET UP

The wooden tokens are not included in this Promo Pack.
Setup: When using the Developments, draw one random
Development from each suit and place them face up next
to the Road, so that you have 1 Technology, 1 Mercantile
and 1 Community Development. Place the corresponding
Development Tokens next to these cards, the Windmill
next to the Technology card, the Market Stall next to the
Mercantile card and the Tavern next to the Community
card. When using just the Shifting Seasons Promo Pack
cards, you don’t use Development Tokens.

Resolve the Development Phase in the following order:
1. Determine who won each Development in any order,
and give each winner the corresponding Development
Token. If there is a tie for a token, return it to it's card.
When playing without the tokens, simply place the
Development card itself next to the winning player’s
village instead.
2. Each winner takes their reward. Gold is paid out from
the Bank immediately. Rewards that give you a villager are
also taken immediately. Food and Builder rewards can be
used in the following round, though you may not exceed
the maximum cap of 5 Build or Draft Actions.
This method of determining who won all the developments
before taking the rewards prevents players from using
their reward to aﬀect the results of other Developments
(some Developments let you get an extra villager for
example).
The Gold on the Developments are not scored in the
Market Phases, and the symbols on the Developments are
not included when scoring the Silver and Bronze Symbols in
your Village.

CARD CLARIFICATIONS
Youths (Event): Do not return any villagers from hand when getting
these two Basic Villagers.
Quality Goods (Event): Determine your lowest value Gold Symbol
(lowest number) and take that amount from the Bank to your Supply.
Guilds (Event): Pick one suit and count all the Symbols of that suit in
your village, then multiply by 3 to get your score. If you pick Wood and
have 3 Wood Symbols in your village for example, you score 9 Gold.
Heavy Snows (Event): Though you score a Silver Symbol in another
player's Village, only the content of your own Village is used to
determine the score. If you score another player's Grocer for example,
count the Food in your own Village to determine how much you score.
Glover: Add together the gold values of all your Leather villagers to
determine how much gold the Glover earns.
Acquisitor: The Acquisitor scores for all the Symbols of the Wool,
Grapes and Leather suits in your Village. It does not require sets of all 3
Symbols. So if you have 1 Grapes Symbol and 2 Wool Symbols for
example that will score you 6 Gold.
Pier (Development): The Pier is won by the player with the most Silver
Symbols, not the player with the most value from Silver Symbols. If you
have 2 Priests for example and all the other players just have one Silver
Villager each, you win the Pier.
Monastery (Development): Count the Gold coins in each player's
Supply, the player who has the least wins the Monastery. Do not
include coins placed on cards.
Bring it on! (Countess Event): The Countess scores the most valuable
Gold Symbol in her Village, you score the most valuable Gold Symbol in
your Village.
Gambit (Countess Event): The extra Build action is taken in the Build
phase. It allows you to exceed the default maximum of 5 Build actions,
as it's an extra Build action rather than an extra Builder Symbol.

